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EXTRA DAILY MESSAGE OF MARY, ROSE OF PEACE, TRANSMITTED IN
THE SACRED HOUSE PAULISTA MOTHER , SAO PAULO, BRAZIL, TO THE VISIONARY
FRIAR ELÍAS DEL SAGRADO CORAZÓN

While the Doors to Heaven are opening by the prayers of all of My children, other doors are
opening towards the abysms to make the souls get lost.

The doors of the evil are opened by the alliances of the enemies with others consciousness, which
changes abruptly the destiny of humanity.

All of the beings of the Earth are responsible for this to happen, but the powerful flow of prayer
does not permit these realities to expand through the world.  Prayer, Communion and the Adoration
of the Eucharistic Body of Christ prevent many more souls to compromise with that reality which
makes the world lose its spirit of purity.

My Heart clamors every day to all those who pray, to lovingly help Me to close the doors of lie, of
superstition, of the false power and of a conquest of the planet that is excessive and petty.

I would like, My dear children, to recognize in each one who prays, the internal flame that, despite
the difficult times, must never extinguish.  I wish that from now on, you be My soldiers of peace,
that your lives be examples of the teachings of Christ, and that, no longer being the same, you be
depositaries of flows of the Redeemer's Mercy.

If such answer is not given, humanity itself, the race itself, will have to learn and start again, after
witnessing its own destruction.  The atomic bomb in those times was the most severe result of the
lack of conciseness, love and pity towards humanity.

The crisis in the Middle East, before the eyes of the world, is the most severe situation of
annihilation and destruction of the spirit of the families.

Until when will this keep happening?

For that reason I come again to intercede for the world before God.  But this time I come to
intercede for the innocents and not for the unjust.  The punishment of God will be great for those
who keep modifying the Creation.

The world as a whole does not know the power of the Universe, it does not know the descent of the
Law over the Earth.  Before that happens, I come to try to prevent humanity to self-destruct again,
which would leave the planet in a different state.

I would like that everyone, without exception of creed, race or nation, could support this celestial
call for peace.

I hope you have understood the clamor of My Heart.  The cup is not only exceeding its limit, but
now its poison is compromising other nations.
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I thank you for searching for Peace!

In permanent petition and plea,

Your Mother Mary, Rose of Peace


